
Unofficial Good Girl Gone Bad v14 Walkthrough by Ser Maggot

Path: Good Ashley, Bad Eva Route
This path focuses on Ashley exploring her sexuality while still being a good girl. Ashley still

manages to be an excellent student, remain quite loyal to Eric (lol), and gets along with Bad Eva
and of course, Bernard. There's also the possibility of having a relationship with Dave.

What You'll Get:
• Good Ashley outfit
• Open relationship with Eric
• Jessica scenes
• Tyrone scenes
• Bernard (Dad) scenes
• Natasha and Damian
• Wilson scene (2nd scene only)
• Wilson, Edgar and Eva foursome
• Mark, Jacob and Eva foursome
• Dave scenes (v14 ALPHA scenes)
• Scholarship in college
• Ryan's new job

What You Won't Get:
• Thug/Bad Ashley outfit
• Good Eva
• Lesbian Eva scenes
• All Jack scenes
• Jasmin scenes (except the shower)
• All Doug scenes
• Arthur (Sugar Daddy) scenes
• Dave and Eva threesome
• Drug dealing scenes

NOTE:
This is inspired by an earlier guide made by Pulver. Everything presented here is by no means the
only way to achieve the same result/route.  It  all  boils  down to personal preference.  Have fun
experimenting and taking different paths! Check out dundun's scene guide, which made this one
partly possible. 

• GP refers to good points 
• BP refers to bad points
• //This indicates comments I've left throughout the choices. Could be useful or annoying.
• **Scene: [Name]** indicates that a sexual act is happening with that particular  

character/s and Ashley.

https://f95zone.com/members/dundun.100296/#info


1. I don't like that type of cocky guy...  +1GP

2. Hello Dave!

3. Yes, show me

4. It's beautiful

5. I love him very much  +1GP

6. Sure, what do you need?

7. I don't know...

8. I'll pass //Choosing the other option will give us a -1GP, so we'll hold off

9. A romantic trip for the both of us

10. We can still check out the clothing store...

11. Yeah, let's see how it fits me

12. Eric's present is more important  +1GP

13. A book  +1GP

14. So, are you two dating?

15. Politely decline 

16. I would rather use Mr. Thompson 

17. Make love **Scene: Eric**

18. Thank you

19. How did you end up on that TV show?

20. Do not send a picture  +1GP

21. If Eva wants to, I'll join too

22. You two looked very friendly  +1GP

23. Yeah, me too

24. See you! //Choosing the other one will make Eva good, don't. :p

25. Don't say that about dad  +1GP

26. Tell him about family drama

27. OK, count me in

28. Chat with Eva - Jack - Eric 

29. Ask Eric for money



30. Look for a different one //I prefer this dress

31. I want the same

32. I don't know if I should

33. I am single  +1BP  //Just cuz my Ash fancy Tyrone

34. OK, last one

35. Let him guide you

36. No, thanks

37. No way

38. Let him kiss you

39. Be understanding

40. You still have me, Dad //Opens up Dad route

41. OK, I'll keep you company

42. Nice to meet you, too...

43. Do the last set

44. Please, leave me alone...

45. I'd like you to draw me 

46. It's alright  +1GP

47. I don't know where she is 

48. It won't be necessary 

49. Ask Eva – Would you ever take drugs again?

50. Yes, why not?

51. Ask Iris - How many guys have you been with?

52. Don't answer 

53. Ask Jack - Have you ever been in love? 

54. Tell the truth

55. Ask Tyrone - How big is your dick?

56. He has to be a nice person and intelligent  +1GP 

57. Let him kiss you  +1BP

58. Check out his cock  **Scene: Tyrone**



59. Send picture to Eric  +1GP

60. Today was great

61. Well it's been hard for me lately

62. Get up and study

63. Continue studying

64. Wear my usual clothes

65. Don't you have something to tell me?

66. Yes //We need to be Eva's friend

67. I hope you don't hurt Dave

68. She's actually very nice

69. Upload a sexy pic

70. A present for Eric

71. OK, I'll do that

72. Wait for Dave

73. It's amazing!

74. Yeah, I'd love to

75. That sounds nice

76. Go home and study //In favor of passing college, we'll skip Jasmin's route

77. I'm very proud of him  +1GP

78. Remove Arthur's hand

79. You're crazy! 

80. It's fine

81. You sure are lively!  //Opens up Nat and Damian route

82. I'll take it

83. I can't do that...

84. Go home and study //No tattoos, but we'll get near perfect grades in college

85. Keep studying 

86. Me too  +1GP

87. How did this relationship come to be?



88. Becoming an adult is hard

89. No, we'll keep being together

90. Let Eva handle it

91. Dance with Eric  +1GP

92. No  //No drugs for Ashley

93. OK!

94. Get away from him

95. I would like an open relationship **Scene: Eric** 

96. Tell him how you feel

97. Forget about her, Dad

98. I don't think it's a good idea

99. I'm not interested   -1BP

100. Buy the Average Joe //Ash is still a noob

101. Yes, that would be nice

102. Open the door a bit more

103. Try to get a better look

104. Keep looking

105. No, thanks

106. Call the police

107. I would like that

108. Incest porn //Important for dad route

109. Complain

110. Talk about Dave

111. Get going

112. Buy the blue bikini

113. Get a navel piercing  //Personal preference

114. Feel free to do so

115. OK...  //Ash is such a pushover!

116. Refuse the drug **Scene: Wilson, Edgar and Eva**



117. Yes  +1BP

118. What do you want me to do?  -1GP  +1BP

119. OK  -1GP  +1BP

120. Beg  -1GP  +3BP

121. Ask her about anal sex

122. Tell Dave what you know  +1GP

123. You should try to hang in there

124. I was afraid I liked him...

125. Invite Dave

126. Don't call me that 

127. Do not send a sexy selfie

128. Take all options

129. Try deepthroating - Use the Average Joe

130. Go topless

131. OK, let's take a pic

132. Yes, of course

133. I'll ask Dave to do it  //Let's get closer with Dave

134. You look nervous

135. Post an enticing selfie  +1BP

136. Get a tattoo //Personal preference

137. I want to get it  //Again, personal preference

138. Try anal - Use Average Joe

139. Don't ask her

140. Follow them

141. Call Dave

142. Do I have to need something to call you?

143. Promise to be honest  +1GP

144. Be understanding  +1GP

145. Ask her about Damian



146. You don't need to apologize  +1GP

147. Strip down to underwear

148. You're really passionate about this

149. Ask about Eva

150. I actually found it fun

151. OK, let's go

152. Tell her about your flings

153. Do as you see fit...

154. How about no?  +1GP

155. OK, I'll come over one last time

156. Kiss him  +1BP  **Scene: Wilson**

157. OK, make me feel good  +1BP

158. Yes!  +2BP

159. I should get dressed...

160. Try to hide

161. Wilson was blackmailing me

162. He escaped through the window

163. OK, see you in a bit

164. What's your name?

165. I see you go to a good university

166. Walk away  +1GP  -1BP

167. Don't give up!  +1GP  

168. White BMW

169. I got tangled with the wrong people  //No good deed goes unpunished?

170. Don't you miss your old position?

171. Pick all options before leaving  //I'll leave the boobjob comment to you

172. Click on it

173. Buy the Bad Boy //You can buy Mandingo King if you have enough money

174. Of course I want to!  **Scene: Eric**



175. I wish this was your cock inside me  +1GP  

176. That's so sad...

177. You need to quit it for good

178. See all options

179. Have you ever had sex with a girl?

180. Yes, I want to try with a girl //Opens Jessica Route

181. What are you doing?

182. No, kiss me  **Scene: Jessica**

183. Practice deepthroating - Use the Bad Boy

184. Practice Anal - Use the Bad Boy

185. Masturbate

186. Think about Dave  +1GP

187. OK, I'll go

188. Go investigate

189. Ask the bouncer for more information

190. See all choices before finishing dinner

191. I'm a bit lonely, yeah

192. That sounds good  +1BP   **Scene: Nat and Damian**

193. Yeah, fuck my ass, Damian

194. Hold on, fuck my pussy too

195. What does that mean, exactly?

196. I'm not interested  -2BP

197. Post a regular selfie  +1GP

198. Accept

199. Kiss him  -5GP  +4BP  **Scene: Bernard (Dad)**

200. Of course

201. Answer friendly  //For the job later on

202. Nipple piercing //Your choice, not personally a fan of it

203. I heard about a terrorist group on the news



204. I saw your picture in Instagram  **Scene: Eric**

205. Cum thinking about me fucking other guys 

206. Norman - Norwell

207. Contact him  -1GP  +2BP  //Might be an important plot down the road

//Any choice, but I go with:

208. Kiss your favorite person in the group 

209. Twerk on all fours on top of the table 

210. Don't stop the game  +1GP  +1BP

211. Dance with Tyrone

212. Yes, I'm interested  //Opens up Tyrone route

213. I'm really sorry

214. Do you want to spend the night at my place  **Scene: Jessica**

215. Party with Eva

216. Keep masturbating  +1BP

217. Tell him off

218. OK...  -1GP

219. Alright, let's join them  +1BP  **Scene: Mark, Jacob and Eva**

220. Accept

221. Flirt with Norman //The fool

//Yay! We got the scholarship afterall

222. No, it's OK...

223. Try to stand out

224. Alright!

225. Give him a lapdance

226. Go with Tyrone  +1BP  **Scene: Tyrone**

227. Get the tattoo

228. Number 1 //Personal preference

229. Break up with Eric //Necessary for Dave route

230. I just don't feel the same way about you 



231. I want to be with you too, Dad!  **Scene: Bernard (Dad)**

232. Give him a blowjob

233. We're just friends

234. I don't have a boyfriend right now

235. What about you, Ryan?

236. You're handsome and successful

237. Don't

238. Like this is OK

239. Sure, I'll go

240. Ask him to draw you again

241. Keep this pose  +1GP

242. Kiss him  

243. Do you really want to be with her?  **Scene: Dave** 

244. Cum inside me/Cum in my mouth //Your choice

Final score: GP 25  BP 20


